Parent Forum Feedback from
Thursday 8th December 2016
You Said...

You proposed to supply funding to the following
projects.




£200 towards resources for the Arts Award
project submitted by Mrs Abraham.
£100 towards the Year 10 rewards project
submitted by Mrs Newell.
£200 towards resources to support the
LGBT Group submitted by Miss Robinson.

We are extremely grateful for the funding offered
towards the projects detailed and thank you for
your continued efforts to raise money for our
school.

You asked that where appropriate the school support these projects with some funding as well and
that updates be provided later in the year as to the
impact of the funding received.

We will offer our assistance to the projects discussed to support your funding also. We will also
ensure updates are provided to the group at a future meeting.

You wanted to consider funding for the following
projects once more information was known.

We thank you for considering these projects and
will provide the required information to you once
it is known so a final decision can be taken.




Kitchen unit for The Base - Funding to be
considered once full implications (eg. GFM
involvement) and final costs known.
Projector for Year 11 Area - Funding to be
considered once full scope of works is
known (eg. GFM / ICT Support involvement)
and final costs known.

You believe the upgrade to Parentmail PMX has
been largely positive but wanted us to note the
following.

DATE OF NEXT
MEETING
THURSDAY 9th
FEBRUARY 2017

We Did...



Messages and prompts for trips etc are received by Parents even if not applicable to
their child.
Some messages received by Parents detailed “Urgent” but then retracted and then
replaced by another message causes unnecessary concern.

Feedback Continues on Next Page

We are pleased the changeover to PMX has been
largely successful but accept that there are still
some issues to address. Thank you for highlighting
specific examples which we can use in our discussions with the service provider.

Feedback Continues on Next Page
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You also believe that an Oulder Hill specific Parent- We agree and plan to bring this to a future
mail app would be a good development but would meeting if we progress with plans to look at introlike the opportunity to test it out and give feedducing this option for Parents/Carers.
back on behalf of Parents before any type of
launch.

You would like us to pass on your thanks and congratulations to former Student and recent guest
speaker (Celebration Evening), Hassan Iqbal who
you believe to be very inspirational and an excellent role model for Students.

We are extremely proud of Hassan and like you,
thought his appearance at Celebration Evening was
extremely inspiring to Students. We will ensure he
received your message of thanks.

You wanted to raise a couple of issues for us to be
aware of.

We would like to thank you for identifying these
issues and would encourage you to contact the
relevant enforcing bodies at the Police and Council
respectively. We in turn will also register concerns
with them about these issues.




A particular car/driver causing problems
and acting dangerously on Hudsons Walk,
you had noted the registration.
Public footpath leading to the back of site
regularly waterlogged and very muddy,
causing problems for Students trying to
access the school site.
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For more information on the Parent Forum please contact Gillian Corlett on
01706 645522 or e-mail Gill.Corlett@oulderhill-school.com

